Introduction
Assistive speech therapy is a general term that includes assistive, adaptive, and rehabilitative techniques for people with pronunciation disorders. One of the most important and provocative characteristics of a Computer Based Speech Therapy System (CBST) is to provide real time feedback -an ability traditionally reserved for humans (i.e. Speech and Language Therapists -SLT). That is why, together with emotion recognition, automatic assessment of pronunciation quality is considered to be the key for reducing the gap between traditional and computer assisted speech therapy [1] .
Our researches on assisted therapy of speech disorders has been started since 2005, when we designed Logomon -the first CBST for Romanian language. This software consists of four modules as follows: Monitor Program (management of therapy), 3D Articulator Model (indicates the correct positioning of cheeks, lips, teeth, and language for different sounds), Homework Manager (extends speech therapy outside the logopaedic clinic), and Fuzzy Expert System (suggests the parameters of personalized therapy) [2, 3] .
The importance of automatic pronunciation feedback in speech disorders has been highlighted by numerous studies [4] . In addition with the utilisation of the software without the presence of a SLT -portability, there is another main advantage of this approach -objectivity (i.e. the opportunity to obtain scores that are not influenced by the subjectivity). Together, these benefits justify the investments in intelligent interfaces that are able to perform real time analysis of speech production and to react accordingly.
In this paper we focus on phoneme-level scoring of pronunciation of preschooler and young-schooler with dyslalia -a speech disorder that involve the mispronunciation of one or many sounds. Each step of the process is presented (i.e. acquisition of data, human scoring, Hidden Markov Models -HMM training and classification) and the results (i.e. the performances of our system) are summarized in a separate section.
Literature review
Although they seem similar, the speech recognition and the pronunciation scoring are different research field within speech processing. In the first case, the system has to find the best match (e.g. between an uttered word and a dictionary) and a good recognition rate requires a good quality of pronunciation. In the second case, the next user' utterance is indicated by the system and a similarity measure between received and expected speech sequence is calculated [5] .
Also, discrimination between pronunciation scoring for speech therapy (CBST) and for language instruction (Computer Assisted Language Learning -CALL) has to be performed [6] . While in the second case an overall speaker-level score is usually preferred, in the first case a phoneme-speaker-level is more appropriate due to localisation of pronunciation problems to specific sounds. However, besides this subtle difference, both CBST and CALL require the same techniques and the obtained results are comparable.
Research on automatic assessment of pronunciation quality has been carried out for phoneme, word, sentence, and speaker level [7, 8] . Moreover, there are systems designed for a specific language or that can be adapted for several language and also speaker-independent or speakerdependent systems [7, 9] .
Several features of input speech can be combined in order to obtain a number that reflect the quality of pronunciation. In the case of text-independent scenario (i.e. the system don't know what will be the next user's utterance), only parameters of input utterance are available and, in consequence, only general acoustic features such as duration, energy, rhythm, pauses length and pitch frequency can be used [10, 11] . On the other hand, in a usual speech therapy scenario the subject repeat after teacher's voice so the system is text-dependent. In this situation both an input utterance and an acoustic model (e.g. HMM) are available and more powerful features can be calculated (e.g. phoneme model likelihood, posterior probability of phonemes) [12] .
Using a hybrid measure for phoneme quality (e.g. the average logarithm of the frame-based posterior probability and the normalized logarithm of the phoneme-based posterior probability) in a text-dependent system could lead to a correlation coefficient between scores provided by the human raters and scores provided by the machine up to 0.85 [13] .
These performances require however a large phonemes database, that are not currently available for Romanian language. For example, in the case of a common phoneme-level mispronunciation detection system, a phonetically transcribed database of 130,000 phones uttered in continuous speech sentences by 206 speakers was used [14] .
Another approaches to detect and measure phoneme mispronunciations is based on SVMs (Support Vector Machines) as classifier and log-likelihood ratios calculated from HMMs as feature vectors [15, 16] . Several variations on this theme could be obtained using one or two HMM models (trained with native or/and non-native speaker data) and selecting different types of features. Further, the scores obtained from HMMs act as input data for a secondary classifier.
As far as we know, there is no CBST able to perform mispronunciation detection and scoring for Romanian language. The age of the subjects and the pronunciation specificities caused by the dyslalia are another two important points that make us believe that this research is a step forward.
Methods
Data Acquisition. In order to obtain correct and mispronunciation utterance, we have recorded 60 children from Regional Logopaedic Center of Suceava, Romania. We turn our attention on three consonants (R /r/, S /s/, Ş /ʃ/) that are, according to statistics, the most frequent mispronunciated phonemes in Romanian language. These phonemes was uttered in different acoustic context (i.e. position in utterance and neighboring phonemes), as is showed in Table 1 . The entire utterance corpus U consisted of 3551 items including 1428 correct pronounced phonemes and 2123 mispronounced phonemes. These items were recorded using an original method [17] so that several requirements to be meet:  Minimal impact on child behaviour;  The speech therapist's voice has to be ignored;  After recording is necessary to easily (quasi automatic) split the stream into utterances. Because of using a hand-switch that open/close microphone electrical circuit, the recorded stream contains only child phonemes separated from a "silence" zone. Moreover, each "silence" zone begins and ends with an easily to detect "marker", produced from switch-hand press/release, as it is shown in the bottom area of Fig. 1 .
Human Scoring. In order to establish the pronunciation quality for each utterance, three acoustic experts (i.e. speech and language therapists) were involved in our research. Each of them rate each utterance with an integer score: 0 -unintelligible, 1 -intelligible but poor, 2 -moderate, 3 -good. In addition, without being informed, an expert could randomly receive the same utterance twice so that an internal consistency to be checked. If they meet external and internal consistency, then the human assessment results can be seen as a "benchmark" for automatic scoring of pronunciation quality.
In order to compute the similarity between each human expert's evaluations and the others' assessments, we have used a modified correlation coefficient (1) (2):
where m -number of human raters; j, k -index of a specific rater; n -number of utterances; i -index of a specific utterance; X k -the set of scores indicated by rater k; (x k ) I -the score indicated by rater k for utterance I; µ Xkthe mean of scores from the set X k ; X j≠k -the sets of scores indicated by "non k" raters; ( x k ) i -the average score indicated by raters "non k" for utterance I; µ Xj≠k -the mean of scores from the sets X j≠k .
The consistency within raters was measured using the classic correlation coefficient (i.e. Pearson productmoment correlation coefficient) between the scores of utterances that had been evaluated twice by the same expert.
The results have shown that there is a high correlation both between each evaluator and the others and between scores associated by the same rater for the same utterance. However, detailed data are placed in Results section.
Automatic Pronunciation Scoring. In Fig. 1 is presented the architecture of automatic pronunciation scoring system. In automatic pronunciation scoring it is assumed that HMM model (3) and acoustic vectors are already known (Fig. 1) . We first establish what the subject has to say so we focus on a specific HMM acoustic model. Then the subject pronounces the indicated word and the system generate the correspondent acoustic vectors (Preprocessing Segmentation and Feature Extraction). Finally, the system computes the probability that the model to generate those observations. This probability can be interpreted as a similarity measure between the model and the observation (i.e. utterance). 
where i -index of utterance class; -set of hidden states; O -set of observation symbols; Π -the initial state distribution; A -the state transition probability distribution; B -the observation probability distribution. The number of hidden states of each model was assigned based on number of constituent phonemes in order to account for spectral dynamics (coarticulation). Because of this "coarticulation", states are sometimes context dependent which means that the same phoneme pronunciation is dependent on neighboring (preceding and/or following) phonemes.
The observations sets were obtained using 10 ms chunks and cepstrum coefficients were calculated for each frame.
The normalized (i.e. independent from the duration of utterance) log-likelihood score of utterance u from utterance class C i is defined as
) -probability of current frame as observation vector o t ; d -number of frames of utterance; t 0 -index of current frame.
Results and discussions
The results obtained for both human and automatic scoring are presented in Table 2 . First column contains all five utterances classes and an overall (i.e. average) evaluation. In the next columns, are written correlation coefficients for inter-rater, intra-rater and human-machine evaluation. First of all, the overall correlation coefficients reveal that there are significant differences between the three types of evaluations. As we expected, there is a relative strong relation between the scores indicated by the same human expert for the same utterances (column number three) and a significant weaker relation in the case of scores indicated by all raters (column number 2). However, the second result (i.e. 0.76) can be seen as the expected "upper bound" on the performance of an ideal automatic scoring system.
Referring to the differences between correlation coefficients for utterances classes in the case of human evaluation, we found that the accuracy of evaluation depends on the duration/length of spoken items (the same patterns were obtained for all the three sounds we build our research on.). This may be explained by the fact that human raters are used to longer speech productions that offer valuable contextual information.
Not the same thing we can say about automatic evaluation where, as it is presented in column number four, the correlation coefficients seems to vary inversely proportional to the utterances' length. The explanation has to do with the differences between human and machine "perception". While human raters focused on consonants (affected phonemes) and score all utterance based on this segment, automatic system scores items as a whole and, in the case of utterance that contains vowels (usually less susceptible to misprocunciation), computes higher scores. This fact is supported by the "break" of above mentioned inverse proportionality relation in the case of consonant combinations.
Conclusions
In this paper we focus on human and automatic scoring of pronunciation of children with speech disorders. Consequently, we present both theoretical and practical related issues such as: acquisition of data, human scoring, Hidden Markov Models training and classification, and the performances of our system.
The relative small utterance corpus has led to a relatively low level of correlation between automatic and human evaluation. However, taking into consideration difficulties related with low age of children, with environmental noise and with particularities implied by speech disorders, we consider our findings being a step forward.
